
CAN THE 3DEXPERIENCE BE AS  
ADAPTABLE AS A CHAMELEON?

WHY NOT?



CAN 3DEXPERIENCE BE EASY?

Simplifications
for the 3DEXPERIENCE

platform

Clear dashboard 
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”my task comes to me“

individual

limitless collaboration
in projects and tasks

Mobile
availability

optimized for smartphones

seamless integration
to the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform

intuitive

quick changes
at any time

preconfigured
business processes

configuration instead
of programming agile introduction

Quick
configuration



CAN 3DEXPERIENCE BE EASY?

Industry is currently undergoing rapid digitalization in which products and processes are  
becoming increasingly complex. 

In order to remain competitive in the future, companies cannot avoid this complexity.  
Instead, they must find ways to make this manageable for employees.

Based on this principle, cenitSPIN simplifies the operability and adaptability of the  
3DEXPERIENCE platform for users and administrators. 

CENIT draws on extensive PLM experience and combines it with the innovative 3DEXPERIENCE 
platform from Dassault Systèmes. The technology and layout of cenitSPIN are seamlessly 
integrated in the 3DEXPERIENCE platform.

From the intuitive operation, mobile access and agile introduction to the release updates, 
cenitSPIN helps make the complexity manageable.

CLEAR DASHBOARD LAYOUTS
The cenitSPIN dashboard is based on the latest web technology and is validated by  
Dassault Systèmes as a CAA product. The dashboard is tailored for each user and can  
be individually configured. All relevant information is presented in a compact layout and 
typical activities can be carried out directly from the dashboard. The correct information is 
available to the right user at the right time. This procedure reduces sources of error and tasks 
are recognizable as they become due. The dashboard's high degree of configurability and 
simple and intuitive operation make it very user-friendly leading to high user-acceptance.

QUICK CONFIGURATION
With the agile introduction concept of cenitSPIN, the risks of a 3DEXPERIENCE implemen-
tation are greatly reduced. Based on an out-of-the-box standard with preconfigured proces-
ses, a system adapted to company-specific requirements and processes is created quickly 
and flexibly using the cenitSPIN Configuration Engine. Changes are "configured" instead of  
requiring elaborate programming. This procedure enables quick changes at any time during 
implementation. Later adjustments are also made easy, guaranteeing high-investment 
security. The support costs for release updates are also permanently reduced.

MOBILE AVAILABILITY
cenitSPIN is optimized for mobile devices, making it as easy to use on the go. As a result, 
users are always empowered and can actively work in the system. Project delays are  
reduced, because seamless collaboration on joint projects is guaranteed. Some examples 
of mobile use are: release approvals, ad-hoc workflow editing, maintenance document 
access or the creation of incident reports directly on site with photos.

OF COURSE!



www.cenit.com/cenitspin

CENIT is your partner for successful digital transformation. With a broad solutions and services portfolio, CENIT enables  
clients to optimize their horizontal and vertical business processes. Our solutions are based on innovative technologies in:  
product lifecycle management, the digital factory and enterprise information management. With interdisciplinary knowledge of 
the processes involved and their considerable expertise in the field, CENIT consultants provide customers with end-to-end  
advice to ensure that solutions are implemented with an understanding of the entire value chain. 

With a holistic approach and based on trusted partnerships, CENIT takes responsibility for solutions on behalf of our clients.  
From the initial consultation to the introduction of innovative IT solutions, right through to ensuring a cost-effective operation. 
The CENIT team adapts to each client, taking a practical approach, which enables measurable operational optimization.  
CENIT has been helping prestigious customers in key industries to gain competitive advantages for over 25 years!

CENIT has over 700 employees worldwide who work with customers from: automotive, aerospace, industrial equipment, tool  
and mold manufacturing, financial services, and trade and consumer products industries.

CAN PLM BE EASY IN MY COMPANY TOO? 

WHY NOT?

Just contact us


